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The problem of choosing fruit and vegetable varieties is often a confusing 
one. That the 11 right 11 variety is a major factor in the success of a project is 
generally understood. Experiment stations, thinks the gardener., have all the facili
ties for giving us definite recommendations but persist in confusing the issue. New 
varieties are frequently introduced, yet when ve consult a recommended list, if such 
can be found, little mention is made of these. If we do decide to grow a new variety 
which was heralded with great fanfare the chances are slim that we can obtain seed or 
stock from our favorite seedsman. 

The answer, of course, is 
can be unreservedly recommended. 
on three main po ints: 

there is no best varietv or list of varieties that 
The advisability of recommending a variety depends 

l. ADAPTABILITY---Ability to perform under many conditions of soil, site, and 
climate. It is obvious that these vary greatly even in a small area such as a count~ 

2. QUALITY---Palatability and general usefulness, characteristics for which 
there can be no accepted standard. Here prejudice enters in strongly. It is inde ed 
one of the most i mportant factors in deciding the fate of a new introduction. A 
seemingly small detail such as color or shape has spelled doom to mru1y a prom~s~ng 
newcomer, while on the other hand unquestionably mediocre varieties have persisted 
because of the public's familiarity with their color or form. 

3. AVAILABILITY--Seed offered on the market. The mass of gardeners will not be
come familiar with a variety until seed or stock is generally available. Only a 
small group of alert growers search the literature or consult other sources of in
formation for 'new developments. The majority buy packet seeds at the corner store. 
Selection is limited. Seedsmen for economic reasons cannot offer by this method any 
but proved and accepted varieties. And what makes the variety in question a proved 
and accepted one? Merely the fact that it has been used for many years by mru1y 
growers and has survived! After all, this is a good reco1Ilr.1endation.. However, the 
procedure is inflexible and sheds little light on the question: 11 What varieties 
should I r ecommend? 11 

He can only point to the publications with which you are already familiar: 

Cooperative Ex1ension Work in Aqrlculture and Home Economics, University of Minnesota, Agricultural Extension Division and United States Department 
of Aqriculture Cooperating, P. E. Miller, Director. Published in furtherance of Agricultural Ex1ension Acts of May 8 and June 301 1914, 
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For vegetables consult Extension Bulletin 174, pages 6 a.."ld 7 and the ~orti
cultl:U'al Society pink folder A. As pointed out above, you of course, won't be far 
wrong if you suggest that your client select at random from the seed packet display 
of any reputable seed company. 

For fruits consult Extension ~~lletin 224, page 5, and ?orticultural Society 
pink folder A. 

(Reference copy of Horticultural Society pink folder A available on request 
toR, S, Mackintosh, State Horticultural Society, University Farm.) 

These lists are conservative. The latest introductions will not be found in 
them, Perhaps some of the present new introductions will be, in another ten years. 
In current newspaper and magazine articles and in lectures, you are deluged with new 
names and glowing descriptions of new varieties, still you cannot recommend these nor 
can the originators. Their impressions, no matter how favorable, are based on a 
relatively small number of tests in a limited number of environments. ~1ere is no 
true test but time itself. You can, however, suggest that some of these nmv intro
ductions merit serious trial. The progressive grower who can intelligently ap~raise 
trial varieties, may in doing so, discover something of considerably more value for 
his use than the present standard. By thus making his own selections he will be ten 
years ahead of the mass \vho are waiting for the slow process of survival of the 
fittest to bring about general acceptance of the variety. 

The follov1ing are a few of the 11 newer 11 varieties which we believe merit con
sideration: 

Vegetables 

Greengold squash, Small, flat type. Productive, high quality, 
good keeping quality. Nay replace buttercup, 

Mingold tomato. High quality, yellow, productive, medimn season. 
Mainly of value for those demanding a yellm·J tomato. 

i1iincu cucumber. Very productive, small pickling type, early. 

Midget cucumber. Thvarf vine, pickling type, early. Since vines 
have extremely small spread, this may be of value in crowded 
gardens where it may be planted in rows similar to beans. 

Golden Gopher r.ruslanelon~ Medium early, prod.uctive, high quality, 
thick yellow flesh. Oval, netted and grooved, weight tvJO to 
tlrree pounds, Although good in most cl1aracteristics, its main 
feature is resistance to fusarium wilt. 

Fruits 

Prairie Spy (no., 1007) a-:Jple. Late, good keeping, very high 
quality, Some fear that it does not develop enough color for 
commercial purposes. 

Beacon apple~ Early, attractive, red, fair quality. Has some 
advantages over Duchess which it may replacer 
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'linn. no. 700 apple. 
good ~uality~ A very 
\!Teal thy's defects and 

(To be named this year) Hidseason, red, 
attractive fruit which lacks some of 
may compete \vi th Wealtby and Jonathan. 

Hinn. No~ 396 apple. Hidseason, red, good quality, fair keeper, 
because of some advantages may replace Mcintosh and Cortland 
in co~~ercial orchards• 

Bantam pear• Hardy, blight resistant, although very small, it 
is of good ~uality and by far the most dependable pear for 
Hinnesota, 

Scout apricot• Of Canadian or~g2n, hardy, productive. This and 
other ne\•J hardy apricots may be of value in the home orchard for 
preserving fruit·. 

#17 Plum. (To be named this year) Eariy, red, productive, free 
stone, to replace Red Wing• 

#18 Plum. (To be named this year) Midseason, red, very large, 
high ~uality, productive• 

(For information on sources of seed or stock for above-mentioned varieties 
vrri te Division of Horticulture, Uni\rersi ty Farm. A survey of Hinnesota nurseries 
and seed houses, showing which ones are handling specific new varieties, is being 
made. The summary will be sent to all county extension offices sometime this 
winter~) 
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